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Abstract
The effects of the initial state interactions on the K− − p radiative
capture branching ratios are examined and found to be quite sizable.
A general coupled-channel formalism for both strong and electromag-
netic channels using a particle basis is presented, and applied to all
the low energy K−− p data with the exception of the 1s atomic level
shift. Satisfactory fits are obtained using vertex coupling constants for
the electromagnetic channels that are close to their expected SU(3)
values.
PACS numbers: 13.75.Jz, 24.10.Eq, 25.40.Lw, 25.80.Nv
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I. INTRODUCTION
The K−-proton interaction is a strong multichannel process [1], with the
Λ(1405) resonance just below the K−− p threshold at 1432 MeV. At low energies,
the K− can elastically scatter off the proton, charge exchange to K0−n, or scatter
to (Σ+pi−), (Σ0pi0), (Σ−pi+) or (Λpi0) final states. In addition, the electromag-
netic radiative capture processes K−p → Λγ(Σ0γ) are also possible [2]. Besides,
the amplitudes of these latter reactions can be related to those of the associated
strangeness photoproduction, i.e. γp → K+Λ(K+Σ0), by the crossing symmetry.
Much effort has been done experimentally and theoretically to understand this
system. In particular, experiments to measure the branching ratios of the radia-
tive capture reactions K−p→ Λγ and K−p→ Σ0γ were recently performed [3] to
help clarify the details of the reaction mechanism, with a special interest in the
nature of the Λ(1405) resonance [4]. However, on one hand the result for the Λγ
channel is unexpectably smaller than both the previous measured value [5] and
those obtained through phenomenological models [2], and on the other hand the
measured branching ratio for the Σ0γ final states comes out significantly higher
than the one for the other channel, producing yet another mystery to this already
complicated problem.
The most recent measurements of the threshold branching ratios with stopped
kaons, done at Brookhaven [3] are:
RΛγ =
Γ(K−p→ Λγ)





Γ(K−p→ all) = 1.44± .20± .11× 10
−3.
Existing calculations [2] overestimate RΛγ by a factor of 3 or 4 (except a few re-
cent phenomenological analysis [6,7] of the kaon photoproduction processes). The
pioneer calculations considered the Λ(1405) in two different ways: as an s-channel
resonance [8] or as a quasi-bound (K − N,Σpi) state [9-11]. In the quark-model
approaches, this hyperon is considered as a pure q3 state [12,13], a quasi-bound
KN state [14,15] or still as a hybrid (q3+q4q...) state [16-18]. A number of po-
tential model fits to the scattering data incorporate the Λ(1405) as a quasi-bound
(K −N,Σpi) resonance [19-21]. It would be interesting to see if the radiative cap-
ture channels can also be understood within a single model. Specially, since the
radiative capture data were taken to help distinguish between these two possibili-
ties.
The diversified nature of the low energy data challenges theoretical models.
Even if the analysis is restricted to the hadronic sector, difficulties arise when trying
to understand theK−p 1s atomic level shift. The sign of theK−p scattering length,
extracted from this experiment, is opposite to that determined from K-matrix and
potential model fits to the other hadronic data. This conflict poses interesting
questions which are discussed in Ref.[19,20,22]. Only one potential, Ref. [20], has
been published which is compatible with all the low energy hadronic data. We will
examine the initial state interactions for the radiative capture branching ratio for
this potential.
Calculations which focus on the radiative capture branching ratios usually do
not include the initial state interactions. Only one group [15], which uses the
cloudy bag quark model, has included these in the electromagnetic branching ratio
calculation. Since the interactions are strongly coupled among the various chan-
nels, any meaningful comparison with the data needs to include channel couplings.
We find here that the effect of the initial state interactions is far from being neg-
ligible. One limitation with this latter calculation is that no comparison is made




Γ(K−p→ pi−Σ+) = 2.36± .04,
Rc =
Γ(K−p→ charged particles)




Γ(K−p→ all neutral states) = .189± .015.
They put tight constraints on the threshold amplitudes and potential coupling
strengths [17,20,21]. In fact, the five branching ratios are amongst the most precise
data in the strangeness sector. However, at present there is no comprehensive
analysis which includes both the hadronic and electromagnetic branching ratios of
the K−p system.
The aim of this paper is to examine all the low energy data within a single model
and determine if it can be understood using known coupling strengths and minimal
SU(3) symmetry breaking for relevant vertices in the electromagnetic channels. In
doing so, we focus on how the two radiative capture branching ratios are affected
by the initial state interactions among the different channels. In order to unravel
the essential physics from the many channel system, in section 2 we will first set up
a general procedure to separate the strong (or initial state) interactions from the
electromagnetic ones. As shown in section 2, the initial state hadronic interactions
can be described with 6 complex numbers. Thus we need a model of the interaction
between the strong channels to produce these 6 numbers. In section 3 we examine
two phenomenological potential models, each of which fit the low-energy scattering
data, the resonance at 1405 MeV, and the hadronic branching ratios at threshold.
In one potential, present work, the relative potential strengths between the various
channels are guided by SU(3) symmetry. For this potential, the parameters are
adjusted to fit all the low energy K−p data with the exception of the 1s atomic
level shift value of the K−p scattering length. The other potential is from Ref.[20],
in which the scattering length is compatible with the atomic level shift data.
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To clarify our discussion, we wish to underline here the nature of the fitting
parameters in the potential guided by SU(3) symmetry. For the hadronic chan-
nels, the relative potential strengths are given by a value determined from SU(3)
symmetry times a ”breaking factor”, which is equal to 1, if the the relative chan-
nel couplings are SU(3) symmetric. This SU(3) structure is motivated by chiral
symmetry [14]. For a good fit to the low energy data we need to vary the relative
strengths somewhat, allowing the breaking factor to deviate from 1. The final val-
ues of this factor have no obvious physical significance. The potential enables one
to estimate the effects of the initial state interactions from a potential which gives
a good fit to the low-energy data. In the electromagnetic channels, the radiative
capture amplitudes are derived from first order ”Born” photoproduction processes,
which involve the meson-baryon-baryon coupling constants, gKpΛ, gKpΣ, gpiΣΣ, and
gpiΣλ. These coupling constants are related by SU(3) symmetry to the well known
piNN coupling constant. For the fit, these coupling constants are allowed to vary
up to ±50% from their SU(3) values. Here the final values of these 4 parameters
will have physical significance and can be compared to values derived from other
analyses. Thus we will examine if the radiative capture branching ratio data can
be understood using vertex coupling constants for the electromagnetic channels
that are close to their expected SU(3) values when initial state interactions are
included from a hadronic interaction which fits the low energy hadronic data.
II. GENERAL FORMALISM
Consider a coupled-channel system consisting of n hadronic channels and one
electromagnetic channel. We assume that the interaction between channels can





s is the total energy and ki is the momentum of channel i in the center-
of-mass frame. We will use the notation where the indices i,j are integers for the
strong channels and is γ for the electromagnetic channels. We will also assume
that the transition matrix element for each partial wave from channel i to channel
j can be derived from a coupled-channel Lippmann-Schwinger equation:
Tij(
√
s, ki, kj) = Vij(
√















s, q) is the propagator for channel i. We suppress the index l, since for
our problem only the l = 0 partial wave is of interest. The electromagnetic coupling
is weak, and to a very good approximation we can neglect the back coupling of the
photon channels. Thus the T-matrix for radiative capture can be written as:
Tiγ(
√
















Note that in the above equation there is no integration over the photon’s mo-
mentum. There is only an integration over the hadronic momentum ki in the
Viγ potential. This means that only half off-shell information is needed for the
hadron-photon potential. Since
√
s and kγ are fixed in the integral, we can write
Viγ(
√
s, q, kγ) as:
Viγ(
√













s, q, kγ) = viγ(q)Viγ(
√
s, ki, kγ). (3)
Substituting this form for Viγ into equation (2) we obtain for the T-matrix:
Tiγ(
√








with the matrix Mim defined as






















′2dq′q2dq + · · · .
The state ”m” is the last hadronic state before the photon is produced. Since all













This form for the transition matrix to the photon channels is very convenient, since
it separates out the strong part from the electromagnetic part of the interaction.
The matrix M is determined entirely from the hadronic interactions and vertices.
In the absence of channel-coupling M is the unit matrix. Any deviation from unity
is related to the initial state interactions. Note that no assumptions were made
on the form of the propagator or the potentials connecting the hadronic channels.
They need not be separable.











where the fm’s are the amplitudes to go from the hadronic channel m to the appro-
priate photon channel. These amplitudes are derivable from diagrams representing
the photoproduction process. The quantities Am are unitless complex numbers,
and contain all the information about the initial state interactions for radiative
capture. Generally the sum over m is restricted to states which have charged
hadrons. For the K−− p process the problem is greatly simplified, since there are
only 3 channels which have charged hadrons: pi+Σ−, pi−Σ+ and K−p. To a very
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good approximation (see section 3), the Am’s are the same for both the Λγ and
the Σ0γ channels. Thus, three complex numbers, determined from the hadronic
interactions, describe all the initial state interactions for decays to both Λγ and
Σ0γ final states.
The result of Eq. (5) is essentially Watson’s Theorem [25] using a particle basis.
Watson’s Theorem, which also relates information about the strong interaction to
that of the electromagnetic process, uses an isospin basis. The photoproduction
amplitude is shown to have a phase equal to the hadronic phase shift for a given
isospin. Eq. (5) reduces to this result if there is only one strong channel. In
this case, A is proportional to eiδ where δ is the phase-shift of the strong channel.
For pion-nucleon photoproduction it is useful to use an isospin basis since the
T-matrix is diagonal and both the photoproduction amplitude and the hadronic
phase shift can be determined from experiment. It is especially useful if one isospin
dominates (i.e. the P33). However, the T-matrix (or potential) for K − N , Σpi,
Λpi system is not diagonal in an isospin basis. Watson’s Theorem would apply
to the eigenphases of the coupled K − N , Σpi system for I=0, and the coupled
K−N , Σpi, Λpi system for I=1. Since these phases are not easily determined from
experiment the results of Watson’s Theorem are not as useful in this case. Also,
in the next section we point out that isospin breaking effects are very important
at low K− − p energies. Thus, in analyzing threshold branching ratios, a particle
basis is necessary. Another advantage of using Eq. (5) is that the interference of
the ”Born Amplitudes” f due to the initial state interactions of the hadrons is
made transparent.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. The potentials for the strong channels
The two parts in determining the photoproduction rates in Eq. (4) are the
Am, which are determined from the strong part of the interaction, and the channel
amplitudes fm→Λγ(Σγ). For notation, we will label the channels 1-8 as pi+Σ−, pi0Σ0,
pi−Σ+, pi0Λ, K−p, K0n, Λγ, and Σ0γ respectively. We begin by discussing the
determination of the Am. These were obtained by using a separable potential and
fitting to the available low energy data on the strong channels. We took viγ in Eq.
3 to be equal to vi in Eq. 6 below. Two different separable potentials were used:
one guided by SU(3) symmetry for the relative channel couplings which fits all
the low energy data except the 1s atomic-level shift, and one from Ref. [20] which
fits all the low energy data including the sign of the scattering length from the 1s
atomic-level shift. Values for the Am at the K
−p threshold for each fit are listed
in Table I.
TABLE I. The Ai values from Eq. (5) for two different strong potentials. The potential with
approximate SU(3) symmetry fits all low energy hadronic data except the 1s K−p atomic level
shift. The potential of Ref. [20] fits the atomic level shift as well.
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Ai Potential with Approximate Potential of
SU(3) Symmetry Tanaka and Suzuki [22]
A1 (1.20, 0.52) (1.49, -0.28)
A2 (-1.02, -.14) (-1.10, 0.52)
A3 (0.83, -.23) (0.71, -0.75)
A4 (-0.16, -0.34) (-0.30, -0.39)
A5 (-0.15, 1.06) (2.01, 2.55)
A6 (1.18, -0.41) (2.08, -1.12)
Following Ref. [21] the separable potentials for the strong channels are taken









where the CIij are determined from SU(3) symmetry. The b
I
ij are ”breaking param-
eters” which are allowed to vary slightly from unity. The vi(k) are form factors,
taken for this analysis to be equal to α2i /(α
2
i + k
2), and g is an overall strength
constant. These potentials are used in a coupled-channel Lippmann-Schwinger
equation with a non-relativistic propagator to solve for the cross-sections to the
various channels. The data used in the fit are from Refs. [26-30]. The resonance
at an energy of 1405 MeV was also fitted. As discussed in Ref. [21] it was not
possible to fit all the low-energy data using potentials that had bIij = 1 for all i
and j. To get an acceptable fit without including the radiative capture data, it is
necessary to vary the bIij by at least ±15% from unity. To get a very good fit to all
the data and determine the range of the Am, we let the b
I
ij vary from 0.5 to 1.5. In
Table II we list the values we used for the I = 0 and I = 1 potentials for our ”best
fit”. This ”best fit” also included the radiative capture data, and is discussed in
TABLE II. The ”best fit” values of CIij(b
I
ij) for the potential of Eq. (6).
CI=0ij Σpi KN












CI=1ij Σpi Λpi KN
















αΣı = 974 αΛpi = 886 αKN = 445 g
2 = 1.19fm2
the next section. The elements are listed as a product of the CIij values from SU(3)
times bIi which was allowed to vary from 0.5 to 1.5. Also listed are the values for
αi in MeV/c and the overall strength g
2 from Eq. (6). We note that for this fit
the Λ(1405) is produced as a K −N(Σpi) bound state resonance [21] (see Fig. 4).
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The Ai are a measure of how much the initial state interactions enhance the
single scattering amplitude. Not all the Ai are needed in the K
−p radiative decay
calculation, since only channels which have charged particles contribute. Thus
only A1, A3, and A5 enter the calculation. Also due to isospin symmetry in the
Σpi sector A1, A2, and A3 must satisfy the relation: A1 + A3 = −2A2. In the
absence of initial state interactions, A1 = A3 = 0 and A5 = 1. As can be seen
in Table I, the magnitude of A1, A3, and A5 are between 0.8 and 1.3. Since
FK−p→Λγ = A1fΣ−pi+→Λγ + A3fΣ+pi−→Λγ + A5fK−p→Λγ, cancellations amongst the
various amplitudes can make the radiative capture probability very sensitive to
the initial state interactions. Unfortunately, the Ai cannot be directly determined
experimentally, and will have some model dependencies. We tried to estimate the
model dependency for the potential of Eq. 6 by allowing the bIij to vary different
amounts between 0.5 and 1.5 and see how much the Ai changed. For acceptable
fits to the data, excluding the atomic 1s level shift, the Ai varied only ±20% in
magnitude.
An important aspect of the problem is to include the appropriate isospin break-
ing effects due to the mass differences of the particles. This was done as described
in Ref. [21] by using the correct relativistic momenta and reduced energies in the
propagator. The effects are very important in calculating the threshold branching
ratios, since the masses of K0 − n are 7 MeV greater than the masses of K−p.
As shown in Ref.[31], the Coulomb potential can be neglected when calculating
the branching ratios. In Fig. 1 we plot the branching ratios as a function kaon
laboratory momentum PLab. The three different curves for each ratio correspond
to different types of SU(3) breaking to be discussed later. Note that the energy
dependence is particularly strong for branching ratios γ, Rn, RΛγ and RΣγ .
For γ, which is the ratio of Σ−pi+ production to Σ+pi− the energy dependence
is easy to understand. For a model as the one presented here which does not
include the Λ(1405) as an s-channel resonance, the reaction K−p→ pi+Σ− cannot
occur in a single step. This is a double charge exchange reaction, and needs to
undergo two single charge exchange steps with the middle one being neutral. From
the total cross-section data (See Fig. 2), the most important neutral channel in
low-energy K−p scattering comes out to be K0n. This causes the ratio γ to have
a strong energy dependence near the K0n threshold. Since the K0n channel is
also important in Λpi production, the ratio Rn also varies rapidly with energy near
threshold. Thus for an accurate comparison with the data, one needs to use a
particle basis in calculating the photoproduction branching ratios at threshold.
We note that if an s-channel resonance was the dominating process in the Σpi
reaction, then the ratio γ would not have as rapid an energy dependence near the
K−n threshold. It is also interesting that Γ(K−p→ Λγ) is substantially less than
Γ(K−p→ Σ0γ) at energies below the K0n threshold and greater at energies above.
Experimental data of these branching ratios near the K−p threshold would help
clarify the nature of the Λ(1405).
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B. The electromagnetic channels
We now turn our attention to the most important part of the calculation, the
amplitudes for the Λγ and Σ0γ channels. As discussed previously, only the am-
plitudes for the three charged channels will contribute to the radiative capture
amplitude in Eq. (5): K−p → Λγ(Σ0γ), Σ±pi∓ → Λγ(Σ0γ). Here we will use the
amplitudes obtained from the diagrams shown in Fig. 3. These diagrams are the
leading order contributions to photoproduction [32]. We include the most impor-
tant amplitudes which are the ”extended Born terms”, including the Λ and the Σ0
exchange terms, and the vector meson exchange terms (K∗, ρ). The expressions
for these terms and their relative importance are given in Appendix I.
There are four coupling constants which enter in the photoproduction ampli-
tudes: gKNΛ, gKNΣ, gpiΣΣ, and gpiΣΛ. Since there are only two branching ratios to
fit, we need to limit the method of our search. We investigated three cases: a)
assume exact SU(3) symmetry for the coupling constants with gpiNN = 13.4 and
vary the F-D mixing ratio α to best fit the data, b) assume α = 0.644, gpiNN = 13.4
and vary the coupling constants slightly from their SU(3) values for a best fit, and
c) use the Am from the potential of Ref. [20] and SU(3) symmetry for the coupling
constants to see if a fit of the radiative decay branching ratios is possible. For the
search, we weighted each data point equally, and thus the two radiative capture
branching ratios did not have a great affect on the hadronic parameters.
In the first case, we assumed exact SU(3) symmetry with gpiNN = 13.4 and
varied the F-D mixing ratio α for a best fit to the data. We found an acceptable
fit with a χ2 per data point of 2.47 for α = 1.0. The branching ratios for this fit are
γ = 2.25, Rc = 0.66 and Rn = 0.17 for the strong channels, and RΛγ =1.22× 10−3
and RΣγ =1.47× 10−3 for the electromagnetic channels. Although this is not the
accepted value for α, it is remarkable to get a fit with only one adjustable variable.
In the next case, we fix α to be 0.644. The search is done using MINUIT code
[33] on 13 parameters: the three ranges for the strong channels, the six breaking
factors for the strong channels bIij , gKpΛ, gKpΣ, gpiΣΣ, and gpiΣλ. We allowed the
bIij to vary ±50%, ±40%, and ±30% from unity while the 4 coupling constants
gKpΛ, gKpΣ, gpiΣΣ, and gpiΣλ varied by ±50%, ±40%, and ±30% from their SU(3)
values respectively. The range parameters α were allowed to vary from 200 to 1000
MeV/c. The results for the branching ratios and the reduced χ2 are listed in Table
III. The first column lists the percentage that the parameters, except gKpΛ, were
allowed to vary from their SU(3) values (or in the case of the bIij ’s from unity).
The second column lists the percentage that gKpΛ was allowed to vary from its
SU(3) value of -13.2. We also tried to find a satisfactory fit in which gKpΛ was as
close to -13.2 as possible. A fit was found in which gKpΛ was varied only ±20%,
while the other parameters were allowed to vary ±50%. The first row of Table
III shows these results. We call this our ”best fit” since the most well determined
coupling constants, gKNΛ and gKNΣ are close to their SU(3) values, with gKNΣ
only 50% high. Our best fit values for the coupling constants are gKNΛ = −10.6,
gKNΣ = 5.8, gpiΣΣ = −7.2, and gpiΣΛ = −5.0. Notice that our values for the two
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first coupling constants are in agreement with those obtained from strangeness
photoproduction [7,34] and hadronic sector [35,36] analyses. The electromagnetic
branching ratios change drastically if the initial state interactions are excluded from
the calculation. We obtain RΛγ = .56 × 10−3 and RΣγ = .12 × 10−3 without the
initial state interactions. The two branching ratios are hence decreased by roughly
a factor of 2 and more than one order of magnitude, respectively, by switching off
the initial state interactions.
Graphs of the different fits for the five branching ratios and total cross sections
as a function of kaon laboratory momentum are shown in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively.
In Fig. 4 we plot the Σpi spectrum normalized to the data of Hemmingway [37]. As
in Ref.[14], we plot kpic.m.|TΣpi→Σpi|2, where TΣpi→Σpi is the T-matrix in the I=0 sector
for Σpi → Σpi scattering. In each figure, the solid line corresponds to the ”best fit”
parameters, the dotted line to ±40% SU(3) breaking for all the parameters, and
the dashed line to ±30% breaking for all the parameters. In each case the Λ(1405)
is produced as a bound state resonance as in Ref [21].
The K−p scattering length obtained from our best fit is (-.63 + .76 i) fm. This
compares closely with the value from Ref. [32] of (-.66 + .64 i) fm. These values,
however, have the opposite sign for the real part from that extracted from the 1s
K−p atomic level shift data [38]. Since the atomic level shift data is still puzzling
[39], we did not try to fit it in our search. This discrepancy has been discussed in
detail in Ref. [20] with some interesting results. Hence, we used the Am obtained
from the potential of Ref. [20] which fit all the hadronic low energy data and has
the same sign for the scattering length as the atomic level shift data. We were
able to reproduce their results using their non-relativistic potentials. From Table
I we see that A1 and A3 do not differ too much from those obtained with the
”SU(3) guided” potential. However, A5 is much different in magnitude and its
real part has the opposite sign. Perhaps this is because the atomic 1s shift and
hence the scattering length has the opposite sign. For the potential of [20] the
resulting radiative capture branching ratios using coupling constants from SU(3)
symmetry are RΛγ = 17.5 × 10−3 and RΣγ = 3.29 × 10−3, which are far from
the experimental values. For satisfactory agreement with the radiative capture
branching ratios, the coupling constants would have to deviate from their SU(3)
values by an unreasonable amount. The reason for the bad agreement is that A5
is very large and its real part is positive. In order to obtain a small value for Λγ
production, the amplitudes have to cancel in Eq. (5). Since the relative signs of
the fm→Λγ(Σ0γ) are fixed by SU(3) symmetry, the Am(
√
s) have to have appropriate
relative phases to cause this cancellation. The Am from the potential guided by
SU(3) symmetry have this feature.
TABLE III. Branching ratios and χ2 per data point for different amounts of SU(3) breaking.
Column 2 lists the variation in the coupling constant gKpΛ. Column 1 lists the variation in the
other parameters.
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All except gKpΛ gKpΛ χ
2/N γ Rc Rn RΛγ × 103 RΣγ × 103
±50% ±20% 1.76 2.31 .661 .164 1.09 1.55
±50% ±50% 1.21 2.35 .659 .194 0.89 1.46
±40% ±40% 1.54 2.32 .659 .179 1.04 1.53
±30% ±30% 2.94 2.20 .652 .174 1.31 1.65
Experiment 2.36 ± .04 .664 ± .011 .189 ± .015 .86 ±.07 1.44 ± .20
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have done a comprehensive analysis of all the low energy data, except the
1s atomic level shift, on the K−p system. To facilitate the analysis, we derived an
expression for the radiative capture cross section which separates out the strong
interaction from the electromagnetic ones. The initial state interactions can be
described by six complex amplitudes, Am, with only three of them relevant to
the radiative capture process. For the strong part of the interaction we choose
a separable potential whose relative potential strengths were guided by SU(3)
symmetry. This potential is phenomenological and serves to produce appropriate
Am from the low energy scattering and resonance data. The radiative capture
amplitudes are derived from first order ”Born” photoproduction processes, and
are determined from meson-baryon-baryon coupling constants, whose values are
related by SU(3) symmetry to the well known piNN coupling constant.
We found a number of good fits in which the coupling constants were close to
their expected SU(3) values. For these fits, the relative coupling strengths in the
strong channels were guided by SU(3) symmetry. In all of the fits, the Λ(1405) is
produced as a bound K−N(Σpi) resonance, and the initial state interactions were
very important for the radiative capture branching ratios. The ratio RΛγ varies
roughly by a factor of 2, and the ratio RΣγ by more than a factor of 10 due to the
initial state interactions.
Results presented in this paper, reproduce well enough the existing strong and
electromagnetic data from threshold up to P labK ≈ 200 MeV/c. Our predictions,
specially for the branching ratios, show clearly the need for more experimental
investigations ; one of the main motivations being to clarify the nature of the
Λ(1405) resonance. Such measurements are planned at DAΦNE [40] using the
tagged low energy kaon beam and may also be achieved at Brookhaven and KEK.
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In this Appendix we will summarize the contributions to the photoproduction
amplitudes shown in Fig. 3. Here we will write the expressions for the K−p→ Λγ
amplitude. The amplitudes for the K−p → Σ0γ, Σ±pi∓ → Λγ, and Σ±pi∓ → Σ0γ
processes will be the same with appropriate masses and coupling constants.
To lowest order the amplitude for the K−p→ Λγ reaction f is the sum of three
amplitudes:
fK−p→Λγ = FBorn + FΣ + FK∗,
which correspond to the the Born, the Σ0, and the K∗ diagrams shown in Fig 3.










(1 + κp + κΛ)),












In a similar manner, the K∗ exchange term can be evaluated. In this case, there





































The first part of FBorn has the largest magnitude. The other pieces are reduced
by kinematical factors, with FK∗ giving the smallest contribution. The K
∗ ex-
change makes up about 2% of the amplitude. Thus, the uncertainty in the vector
and tensor coupling constants are not so important, and we fixed them to be the
SU(3) values. Also, since the calculation is not particularly sensitive to the values
of the electromagnetic couplings, we fixed them at their excepted values. Values
for the constants which were held fixed during the search are listed in Table IV.
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TABLE IV. Values of the coupling constants which were held constant.
κp = 1.793 g
V
K∗pΛ = −4.5
κΛ = −.613 gTk∗pΛ = −16.6
κΣΛ = 1.6 g
V
K∗pΣ = −2.6
κK∗K = 1.58 g
T
K∗pΣ = 3.2
κρpi = 1.41 g
V
ρΣΛ = 0
κΣ− = −2.157 gTρΣΛ = 11.1
κΣ+ = 1.42 g
V
ρΣΣ = −5.2
κΣ0 = .619 g
T
ρΣΣ = −12.8
The search was done on the more important coupling constants, gKpΛ, gKpΣ,
gpiΣΣ, and gpiΣΛ. At the K
−p threshold, using the coupling constants of Table III,
























(−gpiΣΣ(1.28) + gpiΣΛ(.153) + .19),
where the three terms in parenthesis correspond to the three amplitudes described
above. The above equations show the relative importance of the different contri-
butions to radiative capture at the K−p threshold. The best fit values for these
coupling constants are summarized in Table V.
TABLE V. ”Best fit” values of the coupling constants for the electromagnetic amplitudes.
gKpΛ = −10.6 gKpΣ = 5.8
gpiΣΣ = −7.2 gpiΣΛ = −5.0
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. The five branching ratios, defined in the text, are plotted as a function
of K− laboratory momentum: a) branching ratio γ, b) Rc, c) Rn, d) RΛγ, and
e) RΣγ. The three curves correspond to different amounts of SU(3) breaking as
listed in Table III. The solid curve corresponds to our ”best fit” parameters: the
vertex couplings of Table V and the strong couplings of Table II. This corresponds
to the first line in Table III. The dotted curve is for ±40% variation in all the
parameters, the third line in Table III. The dashed curve is for ±30% variation in
all the parameters, the last line in Table III. The data points at threshold [3,19,20]
with error bars are also shown. The K0 − n threshold is at 89.4 MeV/c.
Figure 2. Cross sections are compared with the experimental data for the six
strong channels and the two electromagnetic channels: a)K−p elastic scattering, b)
K−p→ K0n, c)K−p→ pi0Λ, d)K−p→ pi+Σ−, e)K−p→ pi0Σ0, f)K−p→ pi−Σ+,
g) K−p → Λγ, and h) K−p → Σ0γ. The three curves for each cross section
correspond to different amounts of SU(3) breaking as in Fig. 1.
Figure 3. The main diagrams which contribute to the radiative capture amplitude
for K−p→ Λγ: a), b), c) and f) are the ”Born” terms, d) the ”Σ” or cross term,
and e) the vector meson K∗ exchange term. The K−p→ Σ0γ reaction and the Σpi
reactions pi±Σ∓ → Λγ(Σ0γ) will have similar terms.
Figure 4. The Σpi mass spectrum normalized to the data of Ref. [37] is plotted
as a function of the Σpi center of mass energy. The three curves correspond to
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